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The cost of bad writing is larger than you think.  We have too
many excuses for bad writing.  Improved writing comes from
writing.  Please scribble through this book.
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First, consider not writing at all.  Write both: subject and purpose.
 Envision your reader reading.  Brainstorm by drawing clusters.
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Opening lines are important.  Organize like a movie director. 
Outline: avoid the table of contents.  Blast out a complete draft,
then rest.
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His, hers, its: no apostrophe fits.  Comma rules are really
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Verbs must match subjects: always.  Pronouns must match, or:
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Who/whom? Try using IC-WaWa.  Use memory aids for
homonyms.  Idiom is learned by hearing it.
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Correctness? You be the judge.  Rules, usage, opinions: your
choice.  Use proofreading tricks, or diligence.  Practice with the
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Choose clarity, or get un-chosen.  Trim the unnecessary and
redundant.  Conflicted verbs need replacing.  Align grammar to
the story.
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Find alternatives to negative words.  Nix words that make you
sound biased.  Minimize the use of mumbo jumbo.  Talk with
and about your reader.
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Every word counts.  Trim, shape, and color.  Say much, with
few words.  Use the pyramid of concise writing.
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Active voice makes reading easy.  Parallels make
comprehension easy.  Transitions and links guide the reader. 
Sentence variety keeps readers awake.
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Announce with purpose and focus.  Make letters consistent and
assertive.  Presentation charts should be sparse.  Fill your
résumé with action verbs.
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Always write the message first.  Use contractions as your default
style.  Extra care can fine tune the tone.  Make subject lines
interesting to read.
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Group ideas in a logical hierarchy.  The status report: answer
questions.  Write summaries last, but place first.  Guidelines
help with writing numbers.
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Choose fonts for the whole picture.  Try to avoid using
justification.  Blank space is a design feature: use it.  Loosen,
list, and layer for readability.
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Style is how you write.  Tone is what they hear.  Be as direct
as your position allows.  Be as personal as your purpose allows.
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Respond to nastiness with control.  Be the Earth: firmly address.
 Be the Wind: gently redirect.  Be the Fire: and disappoint your
mom.
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Speak your reader’s language.  Adjust strategy to
circumstances.  Remember primacy and recency.  Use rhythm
to make an impression.
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Above all, do not be dull.  An honest self-interview helps.  Try
the BrBrBp Roadmap.  Choose words that compel.
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